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Introduction 

 

Hello,  

 

We acknowledge that you want to use technology and that using it can sometimes be 

challenging. This manual is aimed at helping you overcome this barrier.  

 

Benefits of learning how to use your smartphone include keeping in touch with loved 

ones, staying organized, and stimulating your mind.  

 

The manual has been developed to cater to your learning abilities and experiences. 

Moreover, the manual has been divided into easily digestible modules. Each module 

also has an abundance of diagrams to assist your understanding. A glossary has been 

created to define words that you are unfamiliar with.  

 

Technology at times can be difficult and everybody at some point gets stuck. Whenever 

you run into an issue, remember that you can overcome it.  
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Glossary 

Generic Definitions 

 

● Clock  - an application that allows you to set a timer, alarm, and 

stopwatch. It also allows you to view the time in different regions of the world. 

● Timer- a tool in the Clock application that countdowns minutes or seconds. 

● Alarm- a tool in the Clock application that can ring at a set time.  

● Stopwatch- a tool in the Clock application that measure the amount of time 

elapsed from a particular time.  

● Time Zones/world clock- a tool in the Clock application that displays the time for 

various cities around the world.  

● Texting - to send a text message.  

● Messenger - an independent application that one can use to message 
contacts.  

● Emoji  - a small digital image or icon used to express an idea, 
emotion, etc., in electronic communication. 

● Voice Dictation/Speech to Text- gives you the ability to talk to your iPhone or 
iPad instead of typing.  

● Camera - an application that captures photographs and videos.  

● Video - a tool in the Camera application that records moving visual 

images (video).  

● Flash - a burst of bright light used to illuminate a photo or video when the 

surroundings are too dark.  

● Selfie- a photograph that one has taken of oneself on a smartphone using the 

front facing camera. 
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● Photos/Gallery - the application that allows you to view the photos 

and videos you have captured.  

● Calendar - is an application that is a personal calendar app for 

your phone.  

● Event- the occasion or occurrence you want to add to your calendar.  

● Phone Application- application that allows you to receive or place phone calls.  

● Ringtone- a sound made by a mobile phone when an incoming call is received. 

● Speakerphone- a loudspeaker option that allows you to be on a phone call 

without having to hold your phone. 

● Email application   - an application that enables you to send, 
receive and organize e-mail.  

● Unsubscribing from emails- means to remove oneself from a digital mailing list.  
● Email Signature- a block of text appears at the end of an email message. Often 

contains the sender's name and contact information. 
● Phone Password- a string of numbers or letters that allows a user to gain access 

to their device.  

● Phone Brightness- the intensity of light coming from a screen. 

● Ringer Volume- the loudness of your phone ringtone.  

● Generic Volume- the loudness of media or phone calls.  

● Touch Sensitivity- can be raised or lowered so you don’t have to touch the 

screen too hard. 

● Siri/Google Assistant - a voice-activated intelligent personal 

assistant that allows a user to control the phone by speech. 

● Font Size- the size of the letters on your phone screen.  

● Do-Not-Disturb- a setting for periods when you do not want to be interrupted, 

such as meetings, formal events or at night. 

● Phone Flashlight - a setting on your phone that allows you to illuminate 

your settings around you.  
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● Wi-Fi - connects devices to the Internet via a router. Has a limited 

range.  

● Cellular - does not connect to a router is consequently unlimited in range.  

● Notifications- is a message that pops up on a mobile device to draw your 

attention to certain phone activities.  

● Find my iPhone -  helps you locate and protect your iPhone, iPad, iPod 

touch, Apple Watch, AirPods, or Mac if ever lost or stolen.  

● Closing Applications- closing an application that is running in the background to 

prevent it from using too much of your phone’s battery.  

 

iPhone Diagram  
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Android/Samsung Diagram 

 

 
Physical Buttons on Phone 

● Home button- button that takes you to the main screen.  

● Volume buttons- buttons that raise and lower the volume.  

● Power button- button that turns on and off your device.  

● Headphone jack- the input socket used to plug in a headset, earphones or 

headphones. 

● Speaker- output devices that play sounds from your phone.  

 

Basic Functions 

● Call - speaking to someone on the phone or attempting to 

contact someone by phone.  

● Texting - to send a text message.  

● Email application   - an application that enables you to send, 
receive and organize e-mail.  
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● internet searches- software that search the Internet for documents that contain 

a keyword, phrase, or subject that is specified by the user to the search engine.  

● Timer- a tool in the Clock application that countdowns minutes or seconds. 

● Alarm- a tool in the Clock application that can ring at a set time.  

● Stopwatch- a tool in the Clock application that measure the amount of time 

elapsed from a particular time.  

● Time zones- a tool in the Clock application that displays the time for various 

cities around the world.  

● Calculator   - an application that can be used for making 

mathematical calculations. 

● Wi-Fi - connects devices to the Internet via a router. Has a limited 

range.  

● Cellular - does not connect to a router is consequently unlimited in range. 

● Notifications- is a message that pops up on a mobile device to draw your 

attention to certain phone activities.  

● App (application)- a type of application software designed to run on a mobile 

device, such as a smartphone.  

● App store  - a type of digital distribution platform where one 

can download free and cost associated applications.  

● Folder- a way to group certain apps into categories like “Photography” or 

“Finance”.  

 

Settings 

● Phone Brightness- the intensity of light coming from a screen. 

● Ringtone- a sound made by a mobile phone when an incoming call is received. 

● Ringer Volume- the loudness of your phone ringtone.  

● Generic Volume- the loudness of media or phone calls.  

● Notification sound- a sound made by a mobile phone when a notification 

appears.  

● Wallpaper- a pattern or picture on the background of one’s screen. 
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● Privacy- securing your smartphone information from unwanted intruders.  

 

Pre-downloaded apps 

● Email application   - an application that enables you to send, 
receive and organize e-mail.  

● Weather - an application that can show you the forecast for 

your area or other areas of interest.  

● Clock - an application that allows you to set a timer, alarm, and 

stopwatch. It also allows you to view the time in different regions of the world. 

● Notes - an application that acts like a word processor and allows you 

to write notes to self or other short documents.  

● Calendar - is an application that is a personal calendar app for 

your phone.  

 

Nouns 

● Data- how mobile device users can gain wireless access to the internet.  

● Siri/Google Assistant/Voice Assistant - a voice-activated 

intelligent personal assistant that allows a user to control the phone by speech. 

● Gallery (photos) - the application that allows you to view the 

photos and videos you have captured.  

● Cloud- a strategy for backing up data that involves sending a copy of the data 

over a proprietary or public network to an off-site server. 
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● VPN (virtual private network)- a technology that creates a safe and encrypted 

connection over a less secure network.  

 

Verbs 

● Sync- to synchronize your phone’s data with data on your computer. Typically 

done by connecting the device to your computer via a USB or wireless Bluetooth 

connection.  

● Download - to copy data from one computer system to another, 

typically over the Internet. 

● Upload - when you send data from your device to somewhere else. E.g. 

posting pictures or videos on social media.  
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Basics  

 

Helpful terms for this section  

 

● Phone Password- a string of numbers or letters that allows a user to gain access 

to their device.  

● Phone Brightness- the intensity of light coming from a screen. 

● Ringer Volume- the loudness of your phone ringtone.  

● Generic Volume- the loudness of media or phone calls.  

● Touch Sensitivity- can be raised or lowered so you don’t have to touch the 

screen too hard. 

● Siri/Google Assistant - a voice-activated intelligent personal 

assistant that allows a user to control the phone by speech. 

● Font Size- the size of the letters on your phone screen.  

● Do-Not-Disturb- a setting for periods when you do not want to be interrupted, 

such as meetings, formal events or at night. 

● Phone Flashlight - a setting on your phone that allows you to illuminate 

your settings around you.  

● Wi-Fi - connects devices to the Internet via a router. Has a limited 

range.  

● Cellular - does not connect to a router is consequently unlimited in range.  

● Notifications- is a message that pops up on a mobile device to draw your 

attention to certain phone activities.  

● Find my iPhone-  helps you locate and protect your iPhone, iPad, iPod touch, 

Apple Watch, AirPods, or Mac if ever lost or stolen.  

● Closing Applications- closing an application that is running in the background to 

prevent it from using too much of your phone’s battery.  
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Story 

 

Mac opens up his phone by entering his 6 digit phone password. Mac then turns up his 

phone’s volume so he can listen a video his son sent him. After he watches the video, 

Mac gets an email notification. Unfortunately, Mac doesn’t have his glasses on so he 

makes the font larger and turns his phone brightness up to make it easier to read. His 

wife’s email says that he should go to the basement refrigerator and get a chicken to 

defrost. Instead of turning on all the lights, Mac uses his phone flashlight to illuminate 

his way. After getting the chicken, Mac asks Siri how long she thinks it will take to 

defrost. Realizing he has time to take a nap, Mac sets his phone on Do-Not-Disturb 

mode to keep himself from being awoken. When he wakes up, Mac changes his touch 

sensitivity to more sensitive so he did not have to press as hard on his screen. While 

preparing the rest of dinner, Mac set down his phone and could not find it! 

Remembering that he set up Find My iPhone, Mac uses his computer to find where his 

phone is in the house. After finding his phone, Mac closes his applications and turns off 

his cellular data (making sure he still has his Wi-Fi turned on).  

 

Example(s) of technology/process that has a similar concept  

 

● Phone Password- almost like a combination for a locker.  

● Brightness- like turning up dimmer lights to make the room brighter. 

● Ringer/Generic Volume- similar to turning up the TV volume so you can hear 

things better.  

● Touch Sensitivity-  

● Siri/Google Assistant- like having an assistant who can find answers for your 

questions. Also like Google Searching without typing.  

● Font Size- is similar to increase the size of a document on microfiche.  

● Do-Not-Disturb- a setting for periods when you do not want to be interrupted, 

such as meetings, formal events or at night. 

● Flashlight- just like the having a flashlight, but now on your phone.  

● Wi-Fi/Cellular- is like a series of invisible pipes that provides information to your 

phone.  

● Notifications- is like receiving announcements in the mail so you are up to date 

on what is happening in your phone.  

● Find my iPhone- very close to having a Private Investigator who can keep tabs 

on your phone and tell you where it last was.  

● Closing Applications- similar to closing tabs on an Internet browser.  
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Process 

a. How to set phone password (refer to Figure One)  
i. To begin go to the Settings applications. 
ii. Next, go to the Passcode or Security section. On Android, you may 

have to select the “Screen lock” option.  
iii. Then tap “Turn Passcode On.” 
iv. You can choose different options. These options include a four-digit 

numeric code, a custom numeric code, or a custom alphanumeric 
code. 

v. Now enter the passcode of your choosing. 
vi. Once you have chosen your option, enter your passcode again to 

confirm it and activate it. 
vii. You now have a password on your phone.  
 

b. Turning up brightness (refer to Figure Two)  
i. To turn up the brightness of your phone screen, swipe up from the 

bottom of the screen for iPhone and from the top down to for 
Android.  

ii. Then slide a finger up or down on the brightness slider (indicated 
by a sun symbol) to change the brightness.  

 
c. Turning up ringtone volume (refer to Figure Three)  

i. From the home screen, tap Settings application.  

ii. Now tap “Sounds” or “ Sounds and notifications” section.  

iii. Adjust the “Ringer and Alerts” slider. 

 

d. Turning up volume for videos and phone calls (refer to Figure Four)  

i. To turn up your phone’s volume, use the buttons on your phone.  

ii. The volume adjustment buttons are on the left hand side of your 

phone. The button that is higher up turns the volume while the 

button that is lower down lowers the volume on your phone.  

 

e. How to adjust touch sensitivity (refer to Figure Five)  

i. To adjust the touch sensitivity, for Android open the Settings 

applications.  

ii. Then select “Language and Input.” 

iii. Scroll to the very bottom of these settings and tap pointer speed. 

iv. Increase the slider to make the touch screen more sensitive and 

easier to tab. Decrease the slider to make your touch screen less 

sensitive and more difficult to tap. 

v. Tap OK and then experiment with the results. 
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vi. On iPhone, open the Settings app. 

vii. Then tap “General” and then “Accessibility.” 

viii. Scroll down until you see 3D Touch in the Interaction section and 

select it. 

ix. You have three choices here: Light, Medium (default), and Firm. 

x. Pick a setting and try it out in the 3D Touch Sensitivity Test section 

at the bottom of the screen.  

xi. Once you find a setting you like, you can close the app and you’re 

done.  

 

f. Siri/Google Assistant (refer to Figure Six)  
i. To use Siri/Google Assistant, press and hold the physical “Home” 

button.  
ii. Once Siri/Google Assistant has opened, ask a question or ask it to 

perform a task such as emailing or texting. Siri/Google Assistant 
will automatically detect when you have stopped speaking, but you 
can optionally press the microphone icon to show you have finished 
speaking. 

iii. If you requested Siri/Google Assistant to do something such as 
send an email or text, Siri/Google Assistant will show you a draft of 
the proposed message before it is sent. To send the message, say 
“send” or touch the “send” button. 

 
g. How to increase font on phone (refer to Figure Seven) 

i. Begin by opening the Settings application.  

ii. For Android, select the “Display” option. Now under the Font 

section, tap the Font size option. Select the appropriate button to 

set the desired font size. 

iii. For iPhone, after opening the settings application select the 

General Section and Text Size. Move the slider back and forth in 

order to adjust the general text size. You'll see a preview of what 

text will look like.  

iv. When satisfied close the settings application.  

 

h. Do-Not-Disturb (refer to Figure Eight)  

i. For iPhone, go to the Settings application. Then select the Do Not 

Disturb on my toggling the slider.  

ii. On Android, pull down the Notifications drawer. Then swipe down 

again to get to the Quick Settings tray (or swipe down with two 

fingers at once). Tap Do not Disturb, then choose the sorts of 
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alerts you want to receive while do not disturb is active. You can 

choose to continue receiving notifications for alarms or priority 

notifications, or you can opt for total silence. 

 

i. Phone Flashlight (refer to Figure Nine)  

i. For iPhone, swipe up from the bottom to bring up the Control 

Center. 

ii. Tap the Flashlight button at the bottom left. 

iii. For Android, pull down the notification bar, find the toggle, and tap 

on the flashlight symbol.  

iv. Point the LED flash on the back of your phone at whatever you 

want to light up. 

 

j. How to connect to Wi-Fi (refer to Figure Ten)  

i. Go to Settings then Wi-Fi. 

ii. Turn on Wi-Fi. 

iii. Your device will automatically search for available Wi-Fi networks. 

iv. Tap the name of the Wi-Fi network that you want to join. 

 

k. How to turn on Cellular (refer to Figure Eleven)  

i. Launch the Settings app from your Home screen. 

ii. Tap Cellular or “Data Usage” and toggle on Cellular.  

 

l. Notifications (refer to Figure Twelve)  

i. To view your notifications, swipe down from the top screen.  

ii. To respond or see more information, tap the notification. 

iii. To clear notifications, tap the “x” or “Clear” button on the right 

hand side.  

iv. To add or change an alert style for a notification, go to the settings 

application. Then choose the Notifications section and select an 

app.  

v. There many different options will be presented. Select the option 

you desire.  

 

m. Find my iPhone (refer to Figure Thirteen) 

i. Start at your Home screen. 

ii. Then tap Settings and then Accounts and Passwords.  

iii. Now scroll to the bottom and select iCloud. 

iv. Go to the bottom and tap Find My iPhone. 
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v. Slide to turn on Find My iPhone and Send Last Location. 

vi. You may be prompted to set up Find My iPhone. Follow the steps 

on your phone to do this.   

 

n. How to add a contact (refer to Figure Fourteen)  
i. Open the Phone Application.  
ii. Then tap Contacts. 
iii. In the upper right hand corner, tap the + button. 
iv. Add their phone number by pressing the “Add Phone” option.  
v. When you're finished, tap Done. 

 
o. Closing applications (refer to Figure Fifteen)  

i. For iPhone, double-click the Home button to show your most 
recently used apps. Swipe right or left to find the app that you 
want to close. Swipe up on the app's preview to close the app.  

ii. For Android, tap the Overview button. Scroll through the app till 
you find the app you want to close. Drag the app off the screen. 
When the app disappears, it will close. 

 
Summary 
 
In this module, you should have learned the basic functions of your phone. These skills 

will help you start to navigate your device’s abilities and assist you when you follow the 

subsequent modules.   

 
Figure One  
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(iPhone)  
 

 
(Android)  
 
 
Figure Two  

 
(iPhone)  
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(Android)  
 
 
Figure Three 
 

 
(iPhone)  
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(Android)  
 
Figure Four  
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(Android)  
 
Figure Five 

 
(iPhone)  
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(Android)  
 
 
 
 
 
Figure Six 

 
 
(iPhone)  
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(Android)  
 
 
Figure Seven 
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(Android)  
 
Figure Eight 

 
(iPhone)  
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(Android)  
 
Figure Nine 

 
(iPhone)  
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(Android)  
 
Figure Ten 
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(iPhone)  
 

 
(Android)  
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Figure Eleven 

 
 
(iPhone)  
 

 
(Android)  
 
 
 
 
Figure Twelve  
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(iPhone)  
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(Android)  
 
Figure Thirteen  
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Figure Fourteen 

 
(iPhone)  
 
Figure Fifteen 
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(iPhone)  
 

 
(Android)  
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Camera  

 

Helpful terms for this section  

 

● Camera - an application that captures photographs and 

videos.  

● Video - a tool in the Camera application that records moving visual 

images (video).  

● Flash - a burst of bright light used to illuminate a photo or video when the 

surroundings are too dark.  

● Selfie- a photograph that one has taken of oneself on a smartphone using the 

front facing camera. 

● Photos/Gallery - the application that allows you to view the photos 

and videos you have captured.  

 

Story 

 

Kitty takes care of her two grandchildren, Stacy and Adam, every day while her 

daughter works. She loves their antics and energy. Kitty especially loves to photograph 

their silly drawings to send to her friends. Because Kitty spends a lot of time with her 

grandchildren, she sometimes witnesses some of their “firsts”. For example, Kitty 

captured Stacy’s first words on video to send to her daughter. She also used the flash 

on her phone to take a photo of Adam asleep upside down in the dark (surprisingly he 

did not wake up to the flash). Kitty also receives photos of her grandchildren from her 

daughter. So, Kitty loves to save those photos to her phone’s gallery to show her 

friends at Garden Club. Occasionally Kitty lets her grandchildren play with her phone. 

This means she has a lot of blurry photos of little kids fingers. Kitty simply deletes these 

photos to free up room for more in focus, beautiful photos and videos of her 

grandchildren.  

 

Example(s) of technology/process that has a similar concept  
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The camera application is very similar to a point and shoot camera or film camera 

(except you don’t have to develop the photos). The video aspect of the camera 

application is like a camcorder.  

 

Process 

 

a. How to take photos (refer to Figure One) 

i. Open the camera application. 

ii. Decide if you want to use the front camera or the back camera. 

You can switch between these two cameras by selecting the 

camera icon with two arrows in it . The front camera 

can be used for selfies (or self-shot photos) and the back camera 

can be used for taking photos of other people or items.  

iii. Once you have decided whether to use the front or back camera, 

aim the phone at the item you want to take a picture of.  

iv. As soon as the photo is lined up to how you desire it, press the 

white circle at the bottom.  

v. You have now taken a photograph on your phone.  

 

b. How to take videos  

i. Open the camera application. 

ii. Decide if you want to use the front camera or the back camera. 

You can switch between these two cameras by selecting the 

camera icon with two arrows in it . The front camera can 

be used for selfies (or self-shot photos) and the back camera can 

be used for taking photos of other people or items.  

iii. Then select the “Video” option or video camera symbol at the 

bottom of the camera. (refer to Figure Two) 

iv. Once you selected the “Video” option aim, aim the phone at the 

item you want to take a video of.  

v. Then press the red circle to start recording your video. 

vi. To stop recording, press the red square.  

vii. You have now taken a video.  
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c. How to send photos  

i. Once you have taken the photograph, you can send it to friends 

and family via messenger or text.  

ii. Open up the messaging application you want to use and navigate 

to the contact you want to message.  

iii. In the messaging screen, click the camera icon or paper clip at the 

bottom. (refer to Figure Three) 

iv. Then you can select the photo/video you want to send.  

v. After you have chosen the image, press the send button to send 

the message to your contact.  

 

d. How to save photos people send you 

i. To save a photo that someone has sent you, firstly navigate to the 

messaging application you received the message on.  

ii. Then navigate to the person who sent you the image.  

iii. Click on the image they sent you and press the save button. For 

Android users, tap and hold the photo for a couple of seconds. 

  
iv. Then choose the “Save Image” or “Save attachment” option at the 

bottom (refer to Figure Four). For Android users, confirm that you 

want to save the photo.  

v. The photo is now saved to your gallery.  

 

e. How to see the photos/videos you've taken 

i. To see the photos and videos you have taken, navigate to your 

“Photos” or “Gallery” application.  

ii. Choose the “All Photos” or “Camera Roll” album to see all the 

photos and videos you have taken. (refer to Figure Five) 

 

f. How to delete photos 

i. Occasionally, you may want to delete photos or videos from your 

phone. To do this navigate to your “Photos” or “Gallery” 

application.  

ii. Choose the “All Photos” or “Camera” album to see all the photos 

and videos you have taken.  
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iii. Then navigate to the photo or video you want to delete.  

iv. On the bottom, select the trash can icon.  

v. Select “Delete Photo” to delete the photo or video from your phone 

(refer to Figure Six). 

 

g. Using flash on photos/videos 

i. Sometimes you are in a place where it is too dark to take a photo. 

In this scenario you want to use the flash.  

ii. To use this open the camera application.  

iii. In the upper part of the camera, select the lightning bolt icon.  

iv. After selecting this icon, ensure that you press “On”.  

v. Now follow the “How to take photos” process to take a photo or 

“How to take videos” steps to do these processes this time with 

flash on.  

Summary 

 

In this module, you should have learned how to take and send photos or videos. This 

will help you capture moments you want to remember.  

 

Figure One 

 

 
(iPhone)  
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(Android) 

 

 

Figure Two 

 
(iPhone) 
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(Android) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure Three 
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(iPhone) 

 

 
(Android) 
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Figure Four 

 
(iPhone)  
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(Android)  

 

 

Figure Five 
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(iPhone) 
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(Android) 

 

Figure Six 

 
(iPhone) 
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Messaging/Texting 

 

Helpful terms for this section  
 

● Texting  - to send a text message.  

● Messenger - an independent application that one can use to message 
contacts.  

● Emoji   - a small digital image or icon used to express an idea, 
emotion, etc., in electronic communication. 

● Voice Dictation/Speech to Text- gives you the ability to talk to your iPhone or 
iPad instead of typing.  

 
Story 
 
It is Tyler’s wife’s birthday. Unfortunately, Tyler’s wife is visiting their son and is not 
celebrating with him. So Tyler texts his wife an image of the two together with emojis 
of birthday cakes and balloons. Tyler also sends his wife an audio recording of him 
singing “Happy Birthday” to her. He also uses the voice dictation/speech to text tool to 
write out “Happy Birthday! Hope you have an amazing day. Can’t wait for you to come 
home.” Tyler then uses Facebook Messenger to message his son, “Don’t forget it is your 
mother’s birthday. Show her an amazing day!”  
 
Example(s) of technology/process that has a similar concept  
 
Texting and messaging is similar to letter writing as you can send messages to a 
specific person.  
 
Process 
 

a. How to send a text/message  
i. Open up the messaging application you want to use and navigate 

to the contact you want to message.  

ii. In the messaging screen, click into the messaging bubble.  
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(iPhone)  

 

 
(Android)  

iii. A keyboard will appear. Use this to type your message.  

iv. When you are satisfied with your message, press send or the arrow 

on the right.   

 

b. How to send images 
i. How to send photos/videos 
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1. Once you have taken the photograph, you can send it to 

friends and family via messenger or text.  

2. Open up the messaging application you want to use and 

navigate to the contact you want to message.  

3. In the messaging screen, click the camera icon (on iPhone) 

or the paperclip symbol (for Android) at the bottom (refer to 

Figure One). 

4. Then you can select the photo/video you want to send.  

5. After you have chosen the image, press the send button to 

send the message to your contact.  

 

c. How to send audio 
i. For iPhone, open up the messaging application you want to use 

and navigate to the contact you want to message.  

ii. In the messaging screen, hold down the microphone icon next to 

the message bubble (refer to Figure Two).  

iii. Then speak your message, while still holding down the microphone 

icon.  

iv. Swipe up till you see the arrow in Figure Three.  

v. Swipe up further to send your audio message to your contact.  

vi. For Android, open the messaging application.   

vii. Next press the paperclip symbol (refer to Figure Two)  

viii. Then select the “Record Audio” option.  

ix. Speak your message and when you are done press “Done.”  

x. Now send the message to your desired contact.  

 

d. Emojis  
i. What they are- a small digital image or icon used to express an 

idea, emotion, etc., in electronic communication. 
ii. What common ones mean 

1.  = offering a hug. 

2. = used for expressions of love. 

3.  =  laughing so much that it is crying tears 
of joy. 
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iii. Why they are fun- emojis are fun because you can use one emoji 
to demonstrate your thoughts or feelings instead of typing out a lot 
of words.  

iv. How to Use Emojis 
1. Open up the messaging application you want to use and 

navigate to the contact you want to message.  

2. In the messaging screen, click into the messaging bubble.  

3. Then press the world button or smiling face symbol in the 

keyboard at the bottom (refer to Figure Four). 

4. Find the emoji you want to include and click on it.  
5. When you are satisfied with your emoji choice, press the 

arrow or send button.  
 

e. Speech to Text 
i. Open up the messaging application you want to use and navigate 

to the contact you want to message.  

ii. In the messaging screen, click the microphone icon in the keyboard 

at the bottom (refer to Figure Five). 

iii. Then start speaking the content of your message.  

iv. When you are done, press the keyboard icon or “Done” (refer to 

Figure Six). 

v. When you are satisfied with your message, press the arrow or send 
button.  

vi. Speech to Text can be used for any time you are entering 
information. Meaning you can use this tool to compose an email, 
enter information into a calendar event, or write notes to self.  

 
f. Text vs. messaging 

i. There are other options to messaging than just your phone’s pre-
installed messaging application.  

ii. The big difference between your phone’s pre-installed texting 
application and a messaging application is that you can text 
anyone, but you can only message people with the same 
application as you when you download an application from the app 
store. 

iii. Moreover, texting uses data through your cell phone carrier 
whereas a messaging application is independent of your cell phone 
carrier.  

iv. Some examples of other messaging services is Facebook 
Messenger, Viber, and WhatsApp.  

Summary 
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In this module, you should have learned how to text, send photos/audio, and use the 

voice dictation/speech to text function. These skills will help you keep in touch with 

your contacts and send them media. 

 
Figure One 

 
(iPhone) 
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(Android) 

 

 

Figure Two 

 
(iPhone) 
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(Android)  

 

Figure Three 

 
(iPhone) 
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(iPhone) 

 

 
(Android)  

 

Figure Five 

 
(iPhone)  
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(Android)  

 

 

Figure Six 
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Email 
 

Helpful terms for this section  
 

● Email application    - an application that enables you to send, 
receive and organize e-mail.  

● Unsubscribing from emails- means to remove oneself from a digital mailing list.  
● Email Signature- a block of text appears at the end of an email message. Often 

contains the sender's name and contact information.  
 

Story 

 

Lance uses email to keep in touch with his brother who lives in Italy. Lance loves that 

he can email his brother from his phone because that means that Lance can send him a 

quick email while waiting at the Doctor’s office. Lance also likes that he can unsubscribe 

from email lists he signed up for and is no longer interested in. This keeps his email box 

organized so he can focus on emailing his brother. Organization is one of Lance’s 

favorite things, so he really enjoys the simple way he can delete emails on his phone.  

 

Example(s) of technology/process that has a similar concept  

 

Emails are very similar to letter writing as you can send messages to a specific person.  

 

Process 

 

a. Generic app vs. Specific app  

i. Before we begin, there is an important difference in email 

applications to understand. On your phone there is a generic email 

application that you can use with any email (Yahoo, Hotmail, 

Google, etc.) Be aware that the generic application occasionally will 

not manage email on your desktop. Meaning you may delete an 

email on your phone, but it will still appear on the desktop. On the 

other hand, some emails companies will make their own separate 

application. This means that there is a Gmail application that you 

can download. 

 

b. How to set up email, generic application. (refer to Figure One) 
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i. From the Home screen, choose Settings.  

ii. Then select “Accounts & Passwords” and tap “Add Account.” 

iii. Tap your email provider. If you don't see your email provider, tap 

Other to add your account manually.  

iv. Enter your email address and password. 

v. Tap Next and wait for Mail to verify your account.  

vi. Then tap “Save.” 

 

c. How to set up email, specific application.  

i. Download the email application from the app store that you want.  

ii. Then sign into the application.  

iii. Follow the instructions on the application to finish setting up the 

application.  

 

d. How to unsubscribe from emails (refer to Figure Two)  

i. From the Home screen on your iPhone, open the “Mail” app. 

ii. In the Mail application, select the email that is the one you want to 

unsubscribe from.  

iii. At the top of the email, you will see a section at the top that “This 

message is from a mailing list.”  

iv. Just below this section you will see a blue “Unsubscribe” button.  

v. Tap this option and confirm that you want to Unsubscribe. 

vi. If this section does not appear, scroll to the bottom of the email. 

vii. In smaller font at the bottom there will be an “Unsubscribe” 

hyperlinked text.  

viii. Click on this and follow the steps of the emailing list you are 

unsubscribing from.  

ix. Unsubscribing from emails will decrease the amount of meaningless 

emails you receive.  

 

e. Adjusting email signature (refer to Figure Three)  

i. Open the Settings application and select “Mail.” 

ii. Scroll down until you find Signature and tap that. 

iii. You can now edit the signature. You can have “Sincerely, your 

name” or “Regards, your name.”  

iv. If this option is not available to you, open the mail application. 

v. Then select “Account Settings” in menu.  

vi. Now select the “Signature” option.  

vii. You will now be allowed to edit your signature.  
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viii. When you are satisfied with your signature, tap the “Ok” or “Done” 

button. 

 

f. How to send an email from your phone (refer to Figure Four) 

i. Launch the Mail app from the Home screen of your phone. 

ii. Tap the compose button in the bottom right corner of your screen. 

It looks like a pencil on a square. 

iii. Enter the email address or name of the person to whom you'd like 

to send a message. You can also enter the email addresses of 

people you'd like to CC or BCC. 

iv. Tap the Subject field. 

v. Type a subject for your email. 

vi. Tap the message field and type your message. 

vii. Tap Send in the top right corner of your screen when you're 

finished your message. 

 

g. How to delete emails on your phone (refer to Figure Five)  

i. To delete an email on your phone, open the email application.  

ii. Navigate to the email you want to delete. 

iii. Then swipe right to left on the email.  

iv. Keep swiping till you see the Trash option. 

v. Then press the Trash option to delete the email.  

Summary 

 

In this module, you should have learned how to set up your email, unsubscribe, write 

and delete emails. These skills will help you stay organized and compose messages to 

your friends.  

 

Figure One 
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(iPhone) 
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(Android)  
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Figure Two 
 

 
(iPhone) 
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Figure Three 
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(Android) 
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Figure Four 
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Figure Five 
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Calls 

 

Helpful terms for this section  

 

● Phone Application - application that allows you to receive or place phone 

calls.  

● Ringtone- a sound made by a mobile phone when an incoming call is received. 

● Speakerphone- a loudspeaker option that allows you to be on a phone call 

without having to hold your phone. 

 

Story 

 

Delilah calls her daughter every Thursday. Delilah is also a busy person, so she loves 

that she can put her daughter on speakerphone and make dinner at the same time. 

Delilah always know when her daughter is calling her because she has a personalized 

ringtone for her. Delilah also doesn’t worry if she misses her daughter’s call because 

she knows that she can leave a message and call her back later. Moreover, Delilah 

loves that she can block spam callers or solicitors. 

 

Example(s) of technology/process that has a similar concept  

 

The phone function on your smartphone is very similar to your landline. Like your 

landline, your smartphone is also capable of receiving voicemail.   

 

Process 

 

a. How to answer and hang up a phone call 
i. To answer your phone when someone calls you, tap the green 

“Answer” button or drag the slider to the right (refer to Figure 
One). 

ii. To hang up the call, you can press the red phone symbol (shown in 
Figure Two).  

 
b. How to reject a call without answering the phone call 

i. To reject a call without answering the phone, you can press the red 
“Decline” button or swipe the red slider to the left (refer to Figure 
One).  
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c. How to use speakerphone  
i. To begin, you must answer the call you are receiving (refer to the 

above sections).  
ii. When you accept the call, a screen like Figure Three will appear.  
iii. In this screen, press the option that says “Speaker.”  
iv. To turn off the speaker, press the button again.  

 
d. How to block a caller (refer to Figure Four)  

i. To block a call, open the phone application. 
ii. Then on the bottom of the app, press the Recents tab.  
iii. Next, press the 'i' symbol next to the unwanted number. 
iv. Then scroll down and tap “Block this Caller” or “Add to reject list”  

then confirm your decision.  
v. Now, you won’t be bothered with any calls, texts or FaceTime calls 

from that number. 
 

e. Ringtone 
i. How to change your ringtone (refer to Figure Five) 

1. To change your ringtone, open your phone’s settings 
application.  

2. In the settings application, choose the “Sounds” sections. 
3. Next select the Ringtone section. 
4. You can now click the different ringtone options to hear 

what they sound like.  
5. When you decide on a ringtone, click it and leave it on that 

option (with the checkmark next to it).  
 

ii. Specific ringtone for specific people (refer to Figure Six) 
1. Go to the phone application and select the contacts section 

at the bottom. 
2. Then select on a person’s name. 
3. In their contact details, press Edit in the top right corner. 
4. Scroll down until you see Ringtone and Vibration.  
5. Tap on either option to select which sound plays and the 

pattern of vibration for when this contact calls. 
6. When you are satisfied with your selection, press Done in 

the upper right hand corner.  
 

f. How to set up voicemail (refer to Figure Seven)  
i. Open up the phone application and click the Voicemail button in the 

lower right. 
ii. A “Set Up Now” pop-up may appear now. Click the “Set Up Now” 

option and follow the voice prompts to set up your Voicemail and 
greeting. 
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iii. If the system does not automatically appear, your voicemail has 
already been set up.  

 
g. How to edit your outgoing message  

i. To edit your outgoing message, open up the phone application and 
click the Voicemail button in the lower right. 

ii. Then tap Greeting in the upper-left of the voicemail screen.  
iii. Tap Custom to record a greeting. (refer to Figure Seven) 
iv. Tap Record to begin. 
v. When finished, tap Stop. 
vi. To complete, tap “Done” or “Save”. 

 
h. How to check your voicemail   

i. To check your voicemail, open up the phone application and click 
the Voicemail button in the lower right. 

ii. Then click on the message and press the play button on the left.  
iii. Hold the phone to your ear to listen to the message.  

 

Summary 

 

In this module, you should have learned how to receive and reject calls, use the 

speakerphone, set the ringtone, and use your voicemail. These skills will help you keep 

in touch with friends and family.  

 

 

Figure One 

 
(iPhone)  
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(Android)  

 

 

 

 

Figure Two 
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(Android) 
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Figure Four 
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(Android)  

 

Figure Five 
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(iPhone)  

 

 
 

 

Figure Six 
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Calendar  
 

Helpful Terms for This Section  

 

● Calendar  - is an application that is a personal calendar 

app for your phone.  

● Event- the occasion or occurrence you want to add to your calendar.  

 

Story 

 

Mary is very busy and sometimes misses her grandchildren's birthdays. After a year of 

missing these important occasions, Mary decided to add them to her phone’s calendar. 

Mary also set an alert to remind her of their birthday 2 days beforehand. Now, Mary 

does not forget her grandchildren's birthdays.  

 

What is this similar to 

 

Your phones’ calendar is just like your calendar on your fridge.  

 

Process 

 

a. How to add event  

i. Open your calendar app of choice.  

ii. In the top press the “+” button (Refer to Figure 1).  

 

b. How to add information to event. You can add as much or as little 

information as you want.  

i. The Title text field should already be selected. Give your event a 

name e.g. “Darren’s Birthday.”  

ii. To add the location, press the location field and type in the 

location.  

iii. You can then select if the event is all day or an exact time and day 

of when the event is. (Refer to Figure 2) 

iv. You can also choose if the event repeats, meaning that you can 

have the event happen from every week to every year (this means 
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you won’t have to write the event manually every week) (Refer to 

Figure 2). 

v. Lastly, you can choose if you want an alert or reminder. This will 

remind you of the event hours, days or weeks before the event 

begins.  

vi. When you have added all the information you want, select “Done” 

or “Add.” 

 

c. How to edit event 

i. You can easily edit the information in your event after you have 

created it.  

ii. In the Calendar view, press on the event.  

iii. Then in the top press “Edit.” 

iv. Now you can adjust the information that you want to change. 

v. When you are done, press “Done.”  

 

d. How to delete event 

i. You can also delete an event after creating it. (Refer to Figure 3) 

ii. To do this, go to the calendar view and press on the event.  

iii. At the bottom press the “Delete Event” text.  

iv. If the event repeats, you can choose to delete that one specific 

instance of the event or delete it so that it does not repeat in the 

future.  

 

Summary 

 

In this module, you should have learned how to create, edit and delete an event. This 

skill will help you add birthdays, meetings, appointments or other events to your 

calendar.  

 

 

Figure 1 
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(iPhone)  

 

 
(Android)  

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2 
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(Android)  

 

 

Figure 3 
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Clock 

 

Helpful terms for this section  

 

● Clock  - an application that allows you to set a timer, alarm, and 

stopwatch. It also allows you to view the time in different regions of the world. 

● Timer- a tool in the Clock application that countdowns minutes or seconds. 

● Alarm- a tool in the Clock application that can ring at a set time.  

● Stopwatch- a tool in the Clock application that measure the amount of time 

elapsed from a particular time.  

● Time Zones/world clock- a tool in the Clock application that displays the time for 

various cities around the world.  

 

Story 

 

Ray wakes up every morning at five to go on his daily run through the neighborhood. 

Ray used to have an old alarm clock with bells to wake him up. Now, Ray uses his 

phone so that he wakes up every morning to “Oh! How I Hate to Get Up in the 

Morning” by Irving Berlin. Right before he starts his run, Ray uses the stopwatch on his 

phone to time how long it takes him to run his course. When Ray finishes his run, he 

makes himself some protein bars. Before putting the protein bars in the oven, Ray uses 

his phone to set a 15 minute timer so he does not forget to take them out. While 

waiting for his protein bars to bake, Ray decides to call his daughter in Hong Kong. To 

ensure that Ray does not accidentally call her while she is asleep, he checks his World 

Clock on his phone. He checks and sees that it is an ideal to call her.  

 

Example(s) of technology/process that has a similar concept  

 

The timer application is like the timer you have in your kitchen. The alarm is similar to 

the physical alarm clock you have next to your bed. The stopwatch is like the physical 

device that you use to measure how much time has elapsed. Lastly, the world clock is 

like the wall in offices that have multiple clocks set to different time zones.  

 

Process 

 

a. How to set a timer 
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i. Open the “Clock” application.  

ii. On the screen select the option that says “Timer” (shown in Figure 

One).  

iii. Then select how many hours, minutes and seconds you want the 

timer to last by scrolling up and down through the times.  

iv. After you have selected your time, press the “Start” button to begin 

the timer.  

v. If you want to cancel the timer press “Cancel.”  

 

b. How to set an alarm 

i. Open the “Clock” application. 

ii. On the screen select the option that says “Alarm.” 

iii. Then press the “+” button at the top. 

iv. Now you can select the time you want the alarm to go off by 

scrolling up and down through the times (shown in Figure Two).  

v. You can also choose if the alarm repeats on a certain day, meaning 

you can set the alarm to go off every Monday. To change this 

setting select “Repeat.” 

vi. Furthermore, you can choose a “Label” for the alarm. For example, 

you can name one of your alarms “Wake Up” and another one 

“Medication”. To change this setting select “Label.”   

vii. Moreover, you can choose the sound or song that plays when the 

alarm goes off. To change this setting select “Sound.”   

viii. Lastly, you can choose if you want the alarm to be able to 

“Snooze”. This means if you do not turn this option on, you will not 

be able to snooze the alarm when it goes off.  

ix. When you are satisfied with your settings, select “Save.”  

 

c. How to set a stopwatch 

i. Open the “Clock” application. 

ii. On the screen select the option that says “Stopwatch.” 

iii. To begin the stopwatch press the “Start” button. 

iv. To stop the stopwatch press the “Stop” button (shown in Figure 

Three). 

v. To reset the stopwatch press the “Reset” button.  

 

d. How to view time zones/world clock  

i. Open the “Clock” application. 
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ii. On the screen select the option that says “World Clock” or “Time 

Zones.”  

iii. To add a time zone to this screen, press the “+” at the top. 

iv. You can use the search bar at the top to find the nearest city to the 

time zone you want.  

v. Once you have found the time zone you want to add, simply click 

on it to add it to the screen.  

vi. Now anytime you want to see what time it is in another time zone, 

you can open the clock application and navigate to the world clock 

area to see this information (shown in Figure Four). 

 

Summary 

 

In this module, you should have learned how to set a timer, alarm, and stopwatch. You 

also learned how to view specific times in the world clock section. These skills will help 

you keep track of time in your busy day.  

 

 

Figure One 
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(iPhone)  

 

 
(Android)  
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Figure Two 

 
(iPhone) 

 

 

 
(Android) 
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(Android)  
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Figure Four 
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(Android)  
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Conclusion 
 

In this manual you have learned how to use the basics of your phone including the 

camera, email, calendar, clock, phone calling and texting applications.  

 

If you are having issues with your phone, we advise that you contact your phone 

carrier.  

 

Furthermore, there will be a follow up to this manual that focuses more on advanced 

smartphone skills. Additionally, there is a possibility to have face-to-face classes based 

of this manual.  

 

Please note that this manual may become outdated because of updates. Updates occur 
for security reasons and are for the most part, unpredictable.  
 

Thank you for reading this manual. We hope that it has helped you become a more 

confident smartphone user.  

 

 

 
 
 

 

 


